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MARKET INTELLIGENCE / TRENDS 
 
 
Sales Pick Up in January 
 
Prospects for the German outbound market are now looking better for this year after travel 
agency bookings picked up by 3.5% last month following weak sales at the start of January. 
The mood among German tour operators and travel agents has definitely improved following 
the latest monthly survey results from market researchers GfK and IT services firm TATS.  
Some managers had been worried by very slow sales in the first half of January, which is 
traditionally a strong booking period.  But better sales in the second half of the month have 
improved the picture.  
 
Overall travel agency sales grew by 3.5% last month, including a 4.1% rise in bookings for 
the summer, according to GfK’s monthly survey of some 1,200 holiday-focused travel 
agencies.  These are solid growth figures given that January 2014 was a strong sales month.  
This follows a 3.7% rise in December sales, including a strong 5.8% rise in bookings for May 
to October 2015. 
 
The cumulated growth rate for summer 2015, covering bookings since October/November 
2014, now lies at 5.4%, according to GfK.  In terms of summer booking trends, there was 
strong demand last month for departures in June, which helped to reduce the cumulative 
decline to 7.7% from 11% at the end of December.  May is now 21.1% ahead of last year, 
mostly due to the Whitsun holiday being in May rather than June this year.  There was also 
good demand for August holidays. 
 
Bookings for the winter 2014/15 season, which runs until the end of April, are 3.1% ahead of 
last year.  January closed with a strong 12% rise.  However, winter bookings only made up 
25% of travel agency sales last month, with 75% for the summer season.  
 
These sales trends were also reflected in the results of the monthly TATS survey of 2,400 
agencies, which are more focused on airline and business travel sales.  Their overall sales 
increased by only 1% on an overall basis last month, but booked revenues for leisure travel 
sales increased by 5.1%. 
 
 
Excellent Luxury Holiday Sales 
 
DERTOUR is seeing continued strong growth for its luxury product line DERTOUR Deluxe 
and is profiting from demographic and economic trends with the number of wealthy German 
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consumers rising.  DERTOUR divisional manager Günter Rücker, also responsible for the 
Deluxe product line, confirmed: “The rising number of well-off people is stimulating demand 
for luxury goods and luxury holidays.”  
 
Bookings for DERTOUR’s premium offering are rising as a result.  Sales for 2014/15 are 
12% ahead of last year’s level.  “And it is rising nearly every week,” he added.  The top 
destinations are the UAE, the Maldives, Italy, Spain and the USA. 
 
DERTOUR Deluxe has exceeded expectations since its launch in 2006, Rücker said.  
Launched as a single brochure with just 56 hotels, mostly in the Indian Ocean and Dubai, the 
product line now covers six brochures featuring 795 hotels, 39 tours and 22 ships.  Rücker 
takes a clear approach. “We make no compromises.”  One success factor, according to 
Rücker, was the creation of an autonomous expert team for DERTOUR Deluxe. 
 
 
DRV Predicts German Market Growth in 2015 
 
The German tourism market is set for further good growth this year after a solid start to 
summer holiday bookings, the German Travel Association (DRV) stated.  Bookings for 
summer 2015 holidays in German travel agencies have increased by about 5% per the end of 
January, according to market researcher GfK.  “We expect further growth at a high level for 
the whole tourism year,” said an optimistic Norbert Fiebig, DRV president, at a press 
conference in Berlin. 
 
Trends for different destinations vary widely, however.  Egypt is selling strongly with a high 
double-digit increase at present, according to the association.  Greece, Majorca and cruises are 
also all selling well.  In contrast, bookings are down for the Canary Islands, Turkey, domestic 
holidays in Germany and overland destinations in neighboring countries.  The current 
exchange rate and price trends are benefiting tour operators who already contracted capacity 
at attractive rates, the DRV emphasized.  Consumers who now book their travel individually 
will have to pay significantly more, especially for trips to the Caribbean and Switzerland, 
Fiebig pointed out. 
 
Looking back at the 2013/14 year ending last October, the DRV said that the German tourism 
market once again hit new record levels.  Tour operators increased their combined revenues 
by nearly 4% to €26.3 billion, which equated to approximately €1 billion more in revenues 
than in 2012/13.  This final figure is significantly higher than the 2% growth forecast made 
last December.  Growth was driven by cruises and demand for higher-value and higher-priced 
holidays.  The number of customers increased by 2.5%, meaning that there was a rise in 
average prices. 
 
German travel agents specializing in tourism generated sales growth of about 3% last year 
while there was a 1-2% sales increase for agencies that also sell airline tickets and rail tickets.  
Business travel agencies managed to increase sales by about 1%.  In overall terms, the entire 
travel agency market increased sales to about €23 billion from €22.7 billion in the previous 
year.  “After the record levels in the last three years, travel agents in Germany again achieved 
another best sales level in a row,” Fiebig underlined.  
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eTravel Giants Get More Individual 
 
Leading travel e-retailers are using technology to speed up and individualize their offers, 
according to top executives at an fvw event this month. 
 
Online travel giant Expedia cannot afford to carefully plan a medium-term strategy, Andreas 
Nau, head of Expedia Europe, told the fvw.  “We have to be fast, test and be allowed to make 
mistakes,” he declared.  For example, Expedia is currently using a new app to test a new form 
of hotel evaluations relative to 60,000 properties.  “Customers can quickly give their views on 
the reception, service and overall impressions via smileys,” he explained. Hoteliers “are 
already addicted to it” and respond quickly, he said.  Outlining some new products, Nau said 
that Expedia has developed a tool enabling hoteliers to change their prices via a mobile 
device, and is working on a method of presenting room prices similar to a stock exchange.  
 
Meanwhile, TripAdvisor is rapidly embarking on a new ‘customer journey’ and adapting 
itself to changing user habits and the rapid advance of mobile devices, above all.  “More than 
50% of all content is consumed by mobile today,” said Tom Breckwoldt, Germany chief of 
the evaluation portal.  TripAdvisor no longer just wants to display hotel rankings ahead of a 
trip, but also wants to offer additional services at the destination, such as restaurant visits or 
excursions.  The company has already bought content providers such as restaurant finder La 
Fourchette and activity finder Viator.  Such activities will then be bookable on the company’s 
mobile portal.  
Breckwoldt stressed: “Our core business remains the rankings, the evaluation of hotels and 
other services.”  But he also predicted rapid growth of destination-based mobile bookings due 
to the spread of mobile devices and free Wi-Fi. 
 
 
More Airline and Hotel Centralization 
 
TUI is taking more steps to centralize its airline and hotel operations in order to increase 
synergies and reduce operating costs.  The group plans to bundle five airlines into a single 
operation, based in the UK, to reduce costs by more than €100 million.  TUI would use UK-
based Thomson Airways as the basis for a single airline, with administration and some 
maintenance activities in Britain.  
 
This means some 400-500 of more than 2,000 jobs at TUIfly’s headquarters in Hannover 
could be at risk.  A TUI spokesman told fvw, however, that the concept is not yet complete 
and possible job losses of this scale could not be confirmed.  TUI Airlines chief Henrik 
Homann already said last April that Thomson Airways, TUIfly, TUIfly Nordic, Jetairfly 
(Belgium) and Arkefly (Netherlands) would operate as a “virtual airline” with some 140 
planes to increase synergies and reduce costs.  With 77 planes, Thomson Airways is the 
largest of these five carriers while TUIfly has about 40 planes.   
 
In a separate move, TUI has set up a new management company to bundle all the hotels 
operating under the planned new TUI hotel brand.  The group is planning to establish up to 50 
hotels under the TUI brand in the next three to five years, and is currently developing the 
brand architecture for the TUI hotels.  It has not yet been decided whether the new properties 
will simply be called “TUI Hotels” or have an additional brand, a spokesman told fvw.  But 
the group aims to reduce the current 21 different hotel brands to about eight. 
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SALES ACTIVITIES 
 
Lufthansa X-Change (February 3rd – 5th, 2015): 
The Lufthansa X-Change is the carrier’s annual corporate sales conference attended by the 
650 global sales team associates.  In conjunction with Tampa International Airport being a 
conference co-sponsor, we were invited to participate along with representatives from Visit 
Tampa Bay, which provided us with a unique, first-time opportunity to meet with Lufthansa 
sales and marketing executives. 
Over the course of several days, our destination was presented to managers from Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland as well as the Middle East, Africa and the rest of Europe during the 
sales fair, giving us a platform to hold one-on-one discussions with key players.  In addition, a 
Tampa Bay-themed ‘immersion room’ was created enticing guests to ‘experience’ the area.  
Beyond an assortment of food and beverage items typical for the region, our destination video 
ran on a continuous loop, brochures and giveaways were distributed and our own “Captain 
Jack Sparrow” generated curiosity and excitement whilst charming guests to take home a 
lasting photo memory.  Last, but not least, the evening events included a snappy video 
presentation of our area along with a travel prize award. 
 
Visit USA Seminar Switzerland (February 4th, 2015): 
This program is Switzerland’s premier travel agent training seminar held in Zurich annually.  
The seminar’s main goal is to provide the local trade with more insider knowledge as well as 
the needed contacts and sources of information.  Over 400 travel agents attended this 
important Swiss event.  Per the organizer’s request, we have delivered several items including 
destination-oriented questions for an online knowledge test, contributions to a questionnaire 
to be distributed during the event, imagery for development of new stand backdrops, etc. 
 
TUI Germany In-House Training (March 2nd, 2015): 
TUI Germany has offered several U.S. partners an opportunity to conduct an extensive in-
house training for reservations staff and local travel agents at their head office in Hannover.  
The training will be held in 20-minute presentation blocks followed by a travel market 
focused on individual sales discussions and materials distribution.  Approximately 70 agents 
are expected to attend.  We confirmed our participation and made the respective travel 
arrangements, developed our training presentation and made applicable material shipping 
arrangements. 
 
ITB (March 4th – 8th, 2015): 
Known as the “world’s largest tourism fair” held annually in Berlin, Germany, we will exhibit 
within the Visit Florida Pavilion.  Our co-exhibiting companies will again be SeaWorld Parks 
& Entertainment with 8 m² and Visit Tampa Bay with 6 m².  We are also pleased that one 
accommodations partner will be joining us.  Total VSPC stand size is thus 30 m². 
Over and above items reported last month, further organizational items are underway, i.e. 
appointment scheduling continued this month, stand imagery was finalized for our portion as 
well as the co-exhibitors’ portion of our stand, a final exhibitor update was created and 
distributed among VSPC stand delegates, previously deployed invitations were followed up 
on and all evening function arrangement finalized, ongoing communication with Visit Florida 
regarding several show logistics, fine-tuning of booth configuration with the stand builder, 
preparation of show materials, shipping logistics, etc., airport transfer arrangements were 
made for VSPC delegates, additional arrangements for a special Lufthansa stakeholder’s 
meeting were made including meeting space booking, communication and follow-up with all 
meeting invitees both in Europe and Stateside, meeting materials preparation, etc. 
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Swiss Business Development (March 9th, 2015): 
After our successful tour operator appreciation event following ITB in 2013 and 2014, we will 
again conduct the event this year in keeping with what has now become an annual tradition.  
Visit Tampa Bay has agreed to co-host this event. 
Beyond the activity reported previously, this month saw us following up on invitations 
deployed (status 18 persons total).  We also requested quotes and made arrangements for 
required audio visual equipment, finalized function room décor, provided the venue with 
guests’ main course meal selections and applicable guest seating chart, confirmed 
accommodations arrangements for all relevant parties, finalized ground transportation 
arrangements, kept all parties informed related to pertinent details and provided a brief so as 
to ensure a smooth and seamless flow to the evening. 
In addition, we have extended a special invitation to Edelweiss Air to be our guests for a 
separate appreciation dinner on Sunday, March 8th.  A venue was selected and secured, 
invitations transmitted and final guest count confirmed.  Mr. Bernd Bauer – CEO, Mr. Alain 
Chisari – COO and Mr. Michael Trestl – Director of Corporate Development have accepted 
our invitation.  The evening will be co-hosted by Visit Tampa Bay. 
 
British Airways SpeedBird Club Promotion (March/April 2015): 
Together with British Airways, Germany we developed a unique travel agent promotion this 
month.  Designed as an informative platform specifically for the travel trade, British Airways’ 
SpeedBird Club Germany currently boasts 8,000 travel agent members.  Members are kept 
up-to-date on the latest developments and promotions by means of regular eNews blasts. 
We are joining forces with Visit Orlando to promote our products to the German travel trade 
for this special promotion, which will include a sweepstakes element. 
An industry opportunity was distributed this month and we are again most grateful to our 
industry for their generous donations!  All relevant materials such as logos, text content and 
imagery were forwarded to the airline for creative development of our eNews blast insertion. 
 
Thomas Cook AG Germany “QUIP” Fam (April 21st – 24th, 2015): 
Thomas Cook AG Germany would like to bring this VIP Fam to our area for 3 nights in 
combination with a sojourn in Orlando.   
“QUIP” is a program in which Thomas Cook’s travel agency chains participate.  Over the 
period of 12 months, agencies collect points.  The points are awarded based on total turnover 
as well as sales activities generating the turnover, e.g. marketing campaigns, exceptional 
homepage development and other marketing innovations.  Based on accumulated points, 21 
top agencies are selected to take part in the annual “QUIP” Fam.  As a rule the agency’s 
Managing Directors participate (from both brands, i.e. Neckermann Reisen and Thomas Cook 
Reisen).  Total pax will be 27 comprised of agents and Thomas Cook AG staff (latter 
including regional directors).  16 rooms have been requested (11 dbls/5 sgls).  Being sensitive 
to our capacities in April, we did inquire whether this program could be moved to another 
month in 2015.  Thomas Cook responded citing several reasons for the April timeframe.  We 
have sourced and secured accommodations for this group – a big ‘thank you’ to our generous 
industry! 
This month, we liaised closely with our Leisure Travel Department regarding itinerary 
development providing additional input as to the tour operator’s desired itinerary elements.  A 
rooming list was received and promptly forward to HQ. 
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“DERTOUR Academy” Pre-Event Fam Tours (November 17-23, 2015): 
Background: 

DERTOUR, one of Germany’s leading tour operators, stages an annual event known 
as the DERTOUR Academy.  Over and above intensive training providing agents with 
the skills they need to operate effectively at the counter, this event serves as a platform 
for the presentation of the new DERTOUR summer programs and catalog products. 
Past DERTOUR Academy destinations have included Canada, Dubai, Egypt, Malaysia 
and Scandinavia.  This year, the DERTOUR Academy’s main event will be held in 
Las Vegas (November 19-27).  576 top-selling retail travel agents associated with 
DER Touristik are selected from over 10,000 travel agencies in Germany, Austria and 
neighboring countries to attend this event in two, back-to-back waves of 288 agents 
each (11/19-23 and 11/23-27). 

As an augmentation to the Academy, DERTOUR offers agents participation in familiarization 
tours before and/or after the main event.  Due to our excellent relationship with the tour 
operator, VSPC has been offered the invaluable opportunity to showcase the region to these 
high-quality agents prior to the main event.  This will comprise two, back-to-back groups of 
24 agents (12 dbl occupancy rooms) + 1 DERTOUR escort (1 sgl occupancy room) for two 
nights each, i.e. 11/17-19 and 11/21-23. 
We have liaised with our Leisure Travel Department regarding the preliminary information 
and are awaiting word from the tour operator regarding a finalized flight schedule. 
 
Additional Activity: 
 Content was provided for this month’s Visit USA Committee Germany eNewsletter 

which is distributed to 24,000 travel professionals.  Our contribution will also be 
featured on the Visit USA website’s media platform and the homepage’s Twitter 
newsfeed. 

 We assisted Jean-Claude Raemy, Senior Product Manager USA & Canada of Kuoni 
Switzerland, who wants to send a sales agent to VSPC in March for familiarization 
with the several products and the area in general.  We arranged respective site 
inspections and developed a corresponding schedule for the agents’ visit. 

 We assisted Ms. Hörburger, Managing Director of Art Travel Forum in Konstanz 
with the provision of comprehensive material and excursion ideas/suggestions for two 
groups she is planning to send to our area in November.  We have invited her to visit 
our area pre/post IPW. 

 We sent Reisebüro Sulzberger, Switzerland new material for the rebuild of their 
website to go live in April.  The agency was most grateful to receive images and text 
from us for their VSPC section. 

 Our destination presentation and training held during a 2013 Florida Roadshow has 
left Ms. Fahl, owner of Fahl Holidays in Velbert near Düsseldorf, so inspired that she 
is now planning to vacation in our area personally this year.  Ms. Fahl has been 
provided with comprehensive destination information as well as a link to our travel 
agent discount platform. 

 Reiseland GmbH in Hamburg was supported with provision of giveaways and 
brochures for their upcoming 25th anniversary celebration in July.  

 We assisted the winner of the 2015 CMT Sweepstakes with making her September 
in-destination travel arrangements. 
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MARKETING INITIATIVES 
 
Our efforts continued again this month in developing and completing marketing initiatives 
and advertising programs, which included: 
 
Tour Operators: 
 
 America Unlimited (Germany) 

B2C Multi-Channel Campaign – October-March 
Targeting customers aged 30-55 (couples, families and affluent clientele), the campaign 
is focused on raising awareness and boosting sales via multi-channel platforms such as 
specially designed microsites, social media inclusion and press coverage. 
 Animated Short-Film/Video 

Patterned after the look and feel of the “Dumb Ways to Die” video, a short-film/video 
story will be produced showing cartoon figure “Super-Agent America Unlimited” 
guiding cartoon figure tourists through the holiday booking process and the ensuing 
successful journey/vacation experience of tourist A vs. tourist B’s poor vacation 
outcome (who finds himself forgetting to book travel insurance, gets stuck at an 
airport or finds himself lost trying to find attractions or hotels).  The video script was 
finalized this month. 
The finalized video was approved by all parties and launched 2/25, i.e. uploaded to 
several media platforms such as YouTube and Facebook which is expected to go viral 
and generate considerable views, likes and shares.  The video will be promoted by the 
tour operator through 5/24 via in-screen and display ads.  The video itself will remain 
online indefinitely.  In addition, it was incorporated into the tour operator’s eNewletter 
this month (130,000 subscribers) with a link to special VSPC travel offers. 
Co-op Partners:  SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Visit Florida 

 Volkswagen Direct Sales Promotion – February/March 
VW’s internal online marketing platform provides exposure to a broad audience of 
well-situated customers, i.e. German employees.  For 6 weeks, VSPC imagery, logo 
and specially developed travel offers will be communicated on VW’s intranet 
‘Marketplace’ site (134,000 registered users, 700,000 page impressions monthly).   
Logo, content and imagery were provided and layout approved this month.  The 
promotion launched on 2/09 and will remain online through 3/22. 
Co-op Partners:  SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Visit Florida 
 

 CANUSA Touristik  (Germany) 
 B2C Online “Florida’s One-Pager” Experience – April 

Following last year’s successful “Mood Page” campaign, the “Florida’s One-Pager” 
Experience will combine relevant, high-quality content with an appealing presentation 
of photos and videos of the partnering destinations aimed at touching the visitor 
emotionally.  Visitors to a special website, canusa.de/florida, will be mesmerized 
initially by an attractive video clip.  Scrolling down the page invites users to browse 
through the partnering destinations’ USP’s, each linking to a dedicated destination 
landing page including packaged travel offers.  Lastly, at the end of the page, the 
visitor will be directed to the successful “Mood Page” link, which remains online from 
last year.  
In addition, the Florida’s One-Pager Experience will be promoted via an eNews blast 
to Canusa’s database of over 500,000 subscribers as well as continuous Facebook 
posts and ads (Facebook fans currently at over 61,000). 
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Our comprehensive input for this campaign (including our destination video) has been 
sent to the tour operator; we are awaiting final layout for approval.  The campaign is 
expected to launch in April. 

 
 DERTOUR (Germany) 
 Geo Saison Magazine Supplement – February 

An 8-page Florida supplement piece for insertion in this high end travel magazine with 
a monthly circulation of 165,300 was produced by DERTOUR.  One full page of 
editorial including images and logo were dedicated to VSPC in combination with 
DERTOUR travel offers. 

 
 Faszination Fernweh  (Germany) 
 B2C Online Banner – February-June & October 

VSPC dedicated banner placement on the tour operator’s homepage and on Google for 
five months beginning in February and running through June plus an additional run in 
October, which we will receive free of charge.  The respective layout was received, 
corrected and approved this month.  Placement was launched on 2/25. 

 
 Flex Travel / TUI Suisse  (Switzerland) 
 B2B TUI Newsnet Placement – January/February 

Newsnet is TUI Suisse’s intranet for travel agencies, 850 of which access the platform 
on a regular basis.  Counter info and flyers are uploaded to the Newsnet and are 
continuously updated.  Opening click rate within the first 24 hours is 90%.  VSPC was 
featured with comprehensive content including imagery, logo and a travel package. 

 B2B eNewsletter Blast – January/February 
 The above initiative was supported by an eNews blast to 800 agencies featuring 
 VSPC destination text, logo and imagery. 
 
 FTI TOURISTIK (Germany) 

Florida has been selected as FTI’s “Highlight of the Year” destination for 2014/15. 
The “Highlight of the Year” campaign runs for 12 months and gives the featured 
destination enhanced exposure by means of increased product placement, development of 
special travel packages with value-added elements, several B2B and B2C initiatives, 
media coverage and generally, a familiarization tour.  In conjunction with Visit Florida 
being the featured destination next year, we will have the opportunity to participate in 
several marketing initiatives: 
  B2B Florida Online Academy – January-September 

FTI’s online academy is an eLearning platform providing 14,000 registered travel 
agents with innovative training modules.  These include interactive elements such as 
virtual maps and quizzes.  The platform is promoted to agents via the “Academy 
Newsletter” and in the tour operator’s “Start Up” sales program, in which agents are 
required to participate.  Agents successfully completing the Florida Online Academy 
will receive a “Florida Specialist” certification.  VSPC will be given a dedicated page 
to present comprehensive destination information and unique selling points with logo 
and imagery integration.  The tour operator was provided with all relevant materials 
for development.  Layout for our 2 pages on the FTI Academy platform was received, 
corrected and approved. 

 B2B2C Digital Display Windows – February-April 
In conjunction with TVG the travel agency chain behind Sonnenklar TV, 5vorFlug 
and Reisebüro Flugbörse, VSPC is featured in an innovative POS campaign via digital 
displays (> 230) in travel agency storefront windows and digital product walls (> 100) 
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in travel agencies sales rooms.  Travel offers are illustrated with animated pictures or 
short spots and the offers and image advertising run on all product walls consistently 
during the day. 

 B2C Online Websale on weg.de – February-April 
VSPC is featured in a “super display ad” on the online travel portal weg.de.  The ad 
will link to a landing page including hotel offers and destination information as well as 
a booking engine.  Weg.de generates an average of 2 million visits and over 13 million 
page impressions monthly.  Layout for this ad was approved this month and went 
online.  

 
 Hotelplan Suisse (Switzerland)  
 B2C Online Placement – February & August 

The initiatives will give VSPC a focused presence on the travelhouse.ch website.  
Annual statistics:  5 million page views, 1 million visitors, average time on site is 4 
min., 80% German-speaking, 20% French-speaking, affluent customers seeking travel 
experiences (not budget shoppers). 
Targeting the tour operator’s database of 67,000 subscribers, first position teasers and 
header image placements on eNewsletters will link to the website’s VSPC booking 
engine page.  February’s themed topic is nature & beaches with arts & culture being 
the theme for August.  Respective content was compiled and layouts were approved.  
The February eNews blast was launched 2/23. 

 
 Jan Doets (Netherlands)   
 B2C eNewsletter Blasts – January & February 

Jan Doets travel offers to VSPC will be distributed twice during the above months to 
21,000 jandoets.nl eNews subscribers and will include our logo and imagery.  The tour 
operator was provided with all necessary elements for development.  The layout for 
February’s initiative was received and approved.  In addition, we provided our “Live 
Amplified” video to be featured on the tour operator’s website. 

 
 Knecht Reisen (Switzerland) 
 B2C Website Placement – January-March 

8 weeks:  Placement of VSPC imagery with travel teaser on the North America page 
of the knecht-reisen.ch website with link to a VSPC dedicated landing page. 
4 weeks:  Placement of VSPC imagery and travel teaser on the tour operator’s 
homepage.  Input for the web promotion was provided, layouts received an approved. 

 B2C eNewsletter – February 
 VSPC will be included in the eNews blast to the tour operator’s database of 30,000 
customers with logo, imagery and promotion of special travel packages to VSPC. 
Input for this eNews has been provided, layout approved and initiative launched. 

 
 KUONI (Netherlands) 
 B2B eNews Blast – February 

VSPC will be incorporated in Kuoni’s retail eNews blast with a teaser box including 
our logo, which will link to a dedicated St. Petersburg/Clearwater destination page 
with packages, general information and tips on the area.  The Kuoni retail newsletter is 
distributed to 1,200 travel agencies every two weeks.  Respective input was provided 
to the tour operator.  Layout has been approved and newsletter launched this month. 
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 KUONI (Switzerland) 
 B2B2C Special Offer Flyers – January & March 

Flyers depicting VSPC logo, imagery and travel teaser will be displayed in 161 retail 
storefront windows with further distribution to 673 selected partners.  January’s flyer 
has been completed and distributed.  All materials have been provided for layout 
development of the March flyer. 

 B2B eNewsletter Placement – February 
VSPC will be depicted with imagery and content box in an eNews blast to 1,500 
retailers and selected travel agency partners in both German and French.  Placement 
will link to the tour operator’s booking engine. 
eNewletter was received, approved and launched this month. 

 
 Meier’s Weltreisen (Germany)   
 B2B2C “Customer Catcher” – January/February 

This out-of-home direct sales tool is an effective way to attract attention and generate 
inquisitiveness among consumers.  The two-sided easels, placed outside 650 travel 
agencies located in center-city, high-traffic pedestrian areas for four weeks, display 
posters depicting enticing VCPC imagery, logo and travel teaser.  “Come in and find 
out” is the strategy behind this tool, luring customers to inquire about the offer. 

 B2B2C Counter Display – January/February 
In conjunction with the above initiative, the same 650 travel agencies will display a 
smaller version of the poster on their counters, i.e. solely our VSPC teaser will be on 
display for four weeks. 

 B2C Online Promotion – March 
A four-week campaign including homepage image teaser placement, plus dedicated 
destination page featuring content and several travel teasers, plus placement in an 
eNews blast to 11,000 customers.  VSPC logo, imagery and destination text will be 
incorporated in all as applicable.  Total page impressions for the campaign are 
projected at 1.4 million.  We have provided all materials necessary for development. 

 
 Thomas Cook AG – Thomas Cook Reisen / Neckermann Reisen (Germany) 
 B2B2C Catalog Cover – November 2014-March 2016 

Valid from April 2015-March 2016, the tour operator’s annual Neckermann Reisen 
catalog (print run of 650,000) was in market as early as November 2014.  Adorning 
the catalog cover is a coveted exposure initiative, particularly as it has a 17-month 
shelf life.  A VSPC key visual and logo comprise the highlights of the coveted catalog 
cover page. 

 
 TUI (Germany) 

B2B Communications Package – January-April 
 TUI Newsnet: 

This is the tour operator’s intranet platform providing up-to-date information and news 
exclusively to the tour operator’s 30,000 travel agents.  VSPC will be featured for four 
weeks in both January and April with logo, imagery and comprehensive content. 

 TUI News: 
Published every three weeks, this 24-page trade magazine provides agencies with the 
latest product information/updates as well as sales tips and tools.  It is distributed to 
8,900 agencies and enjoys a readership of 25,000.  VSPC will be featured with a full 
page advertorial including logo, imagery and comprehensive content (April issue). 
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 TUI News USA “Extra”: 
The monthly ‘extra’ publications of approx. 16 pages focus on highlighting a 
particular destination, region or attraction.  Distribution is to 8,900 agencies with a 
readership of 25,000.  It is also included in an online archive on the TUI Newsnet 
platform for 10 months.  VSPC will be featured with a full page advertorial including 
logo, imagery and comprehensive content (January issue).  Our region will be the only 
Florida destination presented! 
Respective layouts were received and approved for the above three initiatives. 

 
 
Travel Trade/Consumer Publications/Portals: 
 
 Blu Media Network (Germany) – circ. 120,000 Consumer 
 2 page, 4c Advertorial in Mate Magazine – Spring Edition  

A North America special is planned for the spring edition of this high-end LGBT 
magazine.  These special pages will be integrated in the magazine in a unique die-cut 
shape (the North American continent), to capture the reader’s attention. 
Layout for the two-page advertorial has been received, corrected and approved.  
Blu media network (www.blu.fm; www.matemediagroup.com) is a publishing house, 
event & marketing agency focused on the German LGBT community.  Mate magazine 
is their high-end product with a diverse range of content features including the hottest 
trends in restaurants, architecture, wellness and travel. 

 
 Sunflyer – Edelweiss Air’s Inflight Magazine (Switzerland) – circ. 50,000  Consumer 
 1 page ad, 4c image – February Issue 

Edelweiss Air’s free inflight magazine is published twice a year with one winter and 
one summer edition.  VSPC was featured with a one-page ad in the February issue.  
While BVK created the ad, we assisted with translation. 

 
 Tom On Tour USA Guide (Germany) – circ. 120,000 
 1/1 page, 4c advertorial – March 

Published annually, the “Tom on Tour USA Guide” is a 64-page publication 
highlighting gay friendly destinations throughout the USA including gay hot spots, 
web links, events and tourism information.  The publication is distributed free of 
charge at selected European LGBT locations, events and consumer shows and can also 
be ordered online.  With Brand USA’s support of this year’s guide, the publisher will 
double the circulation from 60,000 to 120,000.  The VSPC page layout has been 
received and approved. 
Pub frequency:  1x/yr 

 
Online Aggregators: 
 
 ASNM New Media AG Newsletter (Germany) – 910,000 subscribers Consumer 
 Florida Newsletter Campaign –  November 2014 and February 2015 

St. Petersburg/Clearwater is part of a Florida eNewsletter campaign consisting of 
eNews blasts on up to 12 online travel portals with a total of 910,000 subscribers.  In 
addition, the news will be integrated repeatedly into the search engine optimized news 
portals of flugprofis.de as well as being posted on Facebook sites with approx. 20,000 
“Likes”.  This initiative is being conducted in cooperation with Fort Myers, Panama 
City Beach, SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Visit Florida, Visit Tampa Bay and 
Alamo.  The February eNewsletter was developed, approved and launched this month. 
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 Expedia (Germany) – 1.4 million German subscribers Consumer 
 Placement Campaign –  January 9th – February 15th, 2015 

With 2.09 million monthly unique visitors and more than 5 million impressions, 
Expedia Germany is the leading online travel provider in the country.  VSPC is 
featured on the Expedia Germany website with core offers on the Expedia home page, 
teaser boxes on run-of-site as well as skyscrapers and teaser boxes on the flight+hotel 
and click&mix sites.  Initiative results specific to VSPC to be forthcoming. 

 
 Travelzoo Europe (Germany) – 1.6+ million German subscribers Consumer 
 TOP 20 Newsletter & Website placement – February 

VSPC was included in the Travelzoo Top 20 newsletter sent to 1.6+ million 
subscribers.  The eNews contained our imagery and logo along with several travel 
teasers to our area as a top-tier destination and will link to the respective microsite.  In 
addition, fixed ads will be placed on the German Travelzoo homepage for six weeks as 
well as on their Facebook and Twitter pages.  Layouts were approved this month and 
the campaign went online. 

 
We have kept abreast of disseminating applicable billing instructions to our marketing 
initiative partners/vendors as well as following up on the status of invoices with the required 
proof of performance documentation.  HQ and BVK have been kept updated as to media plan 
developments and status as applicable. 
 
 
Public Relations: 
 
Kaus Media Services - VSPC’s German PR Agency 
This month saw us assisting the agency with the following projects: 
 Press Release February: NA – the agency advised no press release to be produced 

    this month. 
 Newsletter February: NA – the agency advised no newsletter to be produced 

    this month. 
 Program Liaison:  Liaised with the agency on upcoming programs and  

    events with emphasis on ITB. 
 
 
All activities, projects and programs described herein have been duly completed as described. 


